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Chanel wanted to orchestrate fashion and function. I would like to spread style throughout the world and
inspire others to create their own sense of style. For this essay I will be looking at the way in which women
are represented in the Britney Spears' Fantasy perfume advertisement, and the Coco Mademoiselle
advertisement featuring Keira Knightly. The mental problems that have occurred have cultivated the need to
look a certain way, leading to physical problems, including nerve damage, fractures, pain, and even death As I
read more on the pose of the model, I see she is being held down by the 3rd subject, and at the same time her
left hand is draped over the 3rd subjects leg The sample essay is available to anyone, so any direct quoting
without mentioning the source will be considered plagiarism by schools, colleges and universities that use
plagiarism detection software. Coming from a broken home into million dollar profits. I am assuming most of
women in this room know what this is. The media has instilled in women that tan skin is a sign of youth and
sex appeal. That is the level of her authenticity. How can you choose between someone like Alexander
McQueen and Channel, or what about the clothes I wear every day. The style and cut of women's clothing
during the 's changed drastically. She singed her hair Material things aside, we need no advice but approval.
This fits the Catholic teachings that the devil is not someone who tries to be scary to humans, but rather as
someone who is wise and can be trusted Genasis , just one of the most recent songs to have explicit usage of
drugs. Lagerfeld who designs Chanel today and who has turned the company into an even bigger, more
tuned-in business than it was before points out, By the 50 s she had the benefit of distance, and so could truly
distill the Chanel look. Chanel, with her quirky traits and impeccable fashion sense, became a brand herself.
By considering the state of society throughout the eras, it can be seen that clothing directly correlates with the
current way of life. The aim was to create limited edition of accesories and bags using of course famous
monogram canvas print. Yet again Chanel had put herself into the yolk of the zeitgeist. This engineer had
everything I ever wanted in life; he had the money, cars, house, and happiness. Her life is an inspiration to
many. She had almost married one of the richest men in Europe, the Duke of Westminster; when she didnt, her
explanation was, There have been several Duchesses of Westminster. Clothing and how one is dressed is the
initial impression on a person, and garments can affect how we are perceived Neither men or women have the
benefit of equality She was known to disguise her personal life with lies, which only made her more
intriguing. The dress suddenly caused uproar in the fashion industry as the colour black was previously
associated with servants or morning. Body Image - Body Image Research Papers discuss the history of body
image, and how it effects women's self-esteem. By doing this, a majority of women worldwide use the power
of cosmetology, hair and facial cosmetics, to enhance their natural beauty in order to feel better about
themselves. Coco Chanel can be fairly called an outstanding woman and one of the most significant mysteries
of the fashion industry. At one point she almost married the Duke of Westminster, one of the richest men in
Europe at the time. How to Write a Research Paper on Coco Chanel This page is designed to show you how to
write a research project on the topic you see here. She was his mistress for three years, where he treated her to
the perks of rich life. Depending on the source, Chanel's return to the fashion world has been variously
attributed to falling perfume sales, disgust at what she was seeing in the fashion of the day or simple boredom.
So basically, fashion was invented much as everything else. One could say perfume helped keep Chanel's
name pretty throughout the period when her reputation got ugly: World War II. Chanel would not have
defined herself as a feminist fact, she consistently spoke of femininity rather than of feminism yet her work is
unquestionably part of the liberation of women.


